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Abstract. Today’s biometric authentication systems are still struggling
with replay attacks and irrevocable stolen credentials. This paper introduces a biometric protocol that addresses such vulnerabilities. The
approach prevents identity theft by being based on memory creation
biometrics. It takes inspiration from two diﬀerent authentication methods, eye biometrics and challenge systems, as well as a novel biometric
feature: the pupil memory eﬀect. The approach can be adjusted for arbitrary levels of security, and credentials can be revoked at any point with
no loss to the user. The paper includes an analysis of its security and
performance, and shows how it could be deployed and improved.
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Introduction

Until recently, biometric authenticators seemed to be the holy grail for access
security. Improved sensor technology made available new alternatives such as
iris and eye muscle signature, with the most accurate approaches reaching error
rates below 0.01%. Unfortunately, even these top biometric solutions suffer from
two important problems. The first is that an adversary can record and replicate
the iris or even simulates eye muscle motions to a present as a user. The second
problem is that even if this does not happen, each person today needs independent security for a large array of services. Aggregating the authentication would
require some independent trusted reliable intermediary service. Such a service
that is always available for all devices and services a person needs to access easily
exposes a user to access failure, as well as other single point of failure problems.
An ideal approach would allow a person to create new authentication mechanisms if old ones get compromised or to independently access services without
compromising other services’ access methods, which eliminates most biometrics.
This paper works to demonstrate a new kind of biometric approach that could
allow ongoing creation and cancellation under attacks, by using an unconscious
learning and memory biometric feature.
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Contributions. We propose a mutable reflexive biometric authentication system
that does not suffer from credential theft and re-use, with arbitrary security due
to a time-security trade-off. We analyse its security against multiple standard
attacks, and the principal obstacles to its implementation in practice. This proposal is presented to motivate development, and although the system could be
used today, empirical tests will be needed to validate and optimise its performance.
This paper is structured as follows: Sections 2 and 3 go over the related
work for the two main authentication methods on which the protocol is based.
Section 4 introduces the specific biometric mechanism used, and Section 5 goes
over the details of the protocol. Section 6 analyses the resistance of the protocol
to multiple kinds of attacks. Finally, extensions of this protocol to different usecases, vulnerabilities, and potential improvements are discussed in Section 7.

2
2.1

Challenge-based authentication
Text challenges

Typical challenge-based authentication uses text questions: requesting answers
to a series of questions or the completion of a list of tasks. Such approaches
can achieve a relatively high level of security, with a higher promised level of
usability than common passwords. This idea has been around since at least the
early 1990s, initially as a list of personal questions [49].
This kind of system suffers from multiple issues, however:
– It is vulnerable to targeted attacks when the information is available [21].
– Free-form answers can lead to high error rates and frustration as people
might misremember the exact spelling they used [43].
– To achieve high entropy, a potentially long sequence of challenges is needed.
This requires more time and effort from the user and increases the system
complexity [21].
– A large set of potential challenges is needed to avoid repetition of challenges
between different services. User-provided challenges are also riddled with
usability and security issues [22].
As such, text challenges have been superseded by different systems, based on
intrinsic human visual pattern recognition abilities.
2.2

Graphical challenges

The main alternative to text challenges is visual — or graphic — passwords,
where the user is confronted with a sequence of images and has to react, for
example, by identifying known pictures [20], especially pictures of faces [6]. An
alternative is to click on certain zones in a sequence of pictures, which can either
come from an image corpus or be automatically generated [7, 48]. Some research
has also looked at mixing different methods and mnemonics, such as storytelling
plus visuals [37] or sound-augmented visual passwords [46].
This does not solve all the problems mentioned, however:
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– It still requires either more complex challenges or a long sequence of challenges.
– Any system used by multiple service providers encounters the same risk of
challenge re-use.
– Depending on the structure of the interaction, the systems are generally quite
vulnerable to another person or camera recording what the visual challenge
is by “shoulder-surfing” [28].
– Attempts at limiting shoulder-surfing impose strong constraints on the image
set sizes [1], and come with an entropy cost.
Techniques inspired by these challenges are still present in the forms of
CAPTCHAs, often in conjunction with passwords systems to frustrate automated attacks through rate-limiting [18, 24]. While they are present in multiple
popular commercial solutions, such systems have not solved the central issue of
authentication. We now turn to biometric authentication, which has been considered as a lower-effort security approach and plausibly an ultimate alternative
to passwords.

3

Biometric authentication methods

For the purpose of authentication, a wide array of biometrics features has been
used, going from hand shape to finger-print, voice print, or typing patterns.
These methods have been used for decades, initially with limited uses in specific
high-security sectors, such as banking or the military in the 1970s [30]. Their
prevalence has increased dramatically in recent years, with more than 40% of
users unlocking their phones through fingerprints or face recognition in 2018 [17].
A central issue to biometric authentication is the possibility to steal biometric
information and use it later in what is called a replay attack. A large amount
of work has been done to solve this, going from storing data in a way that is
not directly re-usable [8, 33, 29] to using parallel systems to make sure that the
sensor is not being fooled by a previously captured video [40, 27].
3.1

Error rates

Comparing biometric features and authentication systems requires a common
metric. The most frequently used metric depends on two error rates: false rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance rate (FAR). The false rejections, although
not being a critical security issue, are a source of frustration of the users. The
false acceptances, on the other hand, are a security failure. The two error rates
are related: the stricter the system is, the lower the FRR and the higher the FAR
become. Hence, we generally use the equal error rate (EER), the tolerance level
for which FAR and FRR are equal. These rates are generally within 1% and 6-7%
for any kind of authentication except for the iris-based ones, which have 0.01%
EER but — like most classical biometrics — are not renewable and are vulnerable to theft. Even multimodal biometrics — where one uses multiple sources
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and biometric features for liveness detection and improved error rates [41] —
rarely improve below 0.2% EER [8, 16, 42]. Making the strong assumption that
the user data are quite well-distributed — which is far from guaranteed —
this corresponds to a min-entropy below 7 bits, on par with typical password
systems. Moreover, most of the EER mentioned in papers on biometrics are
against non-optimised adversaries: for a given set of user patterns, they check
which proportion would be accepted as sufficiently similar to another user. An
adversary that can compute an optimal distribution of fake patterns to cover the
space of user data points more efficiently might get a success rate high enough
to impersonate more than 10% of users despite a three-strike policy4 .
3.2

Eye and reflexive biometrics

After problems were discovered in fingerprint-based authentication, focus shifted
to eye biometrics, with more than a hundred papers published on the subject
in the last decade. Most of the research has been on iris recognition [4], where
the unique patterns present in the iris allows for a much lower EER. More recently, eye movements have received a lot of interest, as muscular performance
is quite distinctive [3, 25, 16]. Despite the much improved EER, the unchangeability of the underlying biometric pattern stays an intrinsic problem for nearly
all biometric authentication systems.
As such, some of the proposed systems have been inspired by challenge systems. Notably, multiple systems were developed based on gaze analysis, which
concentrates on how the eye moves when faced with specific images [15, 12]. In
2016, Sluganovic et al. proposed a challenge-based eye movement system [47],
in which the server creates challenges in the form of a single dot quickly moving
on a screen. As the point’s location is random, it prevents replay attacks. The
speed and patterns in the eye’s movement are characteristic of the user’s muscle
function and allow them to authenticate them. This uses the user’s unconscious
reflexes, which means that it is quite low-effort to the user. However, the system
still depends on a hidden model of the user’s muscles. As such, it is vulnerable to an adversary that can compute a sufficiently accurate model of the user.
Once this model is computed, it is impossible to reset the stimulus pattern. This
means that the user cannot safely use that biometric on this service, or any other
service, potentially compromising dozens of accounts.
To this date, there seems to be only one type of biometric authentication
systems that are based on partially unconscious actions while being resettable.
That is, where the stimulus and the reaction pattern can instantly be changed
if they become compromised, just as one resets their password. These systems
are all based on electro-encephalography (EEG), and tend to give an arbitrary
task to the user before recording their electrical brain patterns — which are not
consciously controllable — while they do so [2, 32, 10]. Alas, they suffer from
common EEG drawbacks [11]:
– they tend to have high EER;
4

Meaning that the person trying to authenticate is blocked after three failed attempts.
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– they are costly and require specialised equipment that can be hard to set
up;
– they require an extended time to capture and process the signals;
– they are not entirely stable over extended time periods.
Our idea is to create reflexive challenge biometrics that rely on a different
biometric feature that has not been used previously for this purpose. Results on
this feature from the psychological literature are presented in the next section.

4

The pupil memory reflex

The interactions between memory and eye behaviour have been studied for more
than half a century [34, 36, 39] and are still a subject of ongoing research [23,
9, 13]. In 1967, Roger N. Shepard showed that recognition memory for pictures
vastly exceeded recognition memory for words. A week after having been shown
a set of 600 pictures, users who were shown two pictures and were asked to select
the ones they had seen previously were correct 87.0% of the time. Even after four
months without being shown pictures, they still managed to be right 57.7% of
the time [34]. 5 years later, Geoffrey R. Loftus showed that pupil patterns could
predict how well remembered an image would be [31]. Part of this memorisation
is conscious, but some unconscious processing is also involved [19].
The feature central to the Reflexive Memory Authenticator protocol is quite
simple: when presented with a stimulus, the pupil contraction reflex indicates
how new the stimulus is to the user. More precisely, the pupil starts contracting
between 200ms and 300ms after the stimulus starts. After this contraction and
depending on whether the stimulus is still present, the pupil dilates back to its
baseline over the course of a few seconds.
The contraction effect tends to be faster with novel stimuli, in which case
it also takes more time to get back to the baseline. This is directly influenced
by how familiar the image is. This effect has been shown through both declarative experiments — where the user states whether the image is familiar — and
free viewing — where the already-seen images are recorded. In experiments performed by Naber, Frässle, Rutishauser, and Einhäuser [35], 48 participants were
shown a list of pictures to memorise, and were later shown some of those pictures
or new pictures randomly, while their pupil behaviour was recorded. Figure 1
shows the evolution of pupil size during retrieval on the right. Two main curves
show this effect — depending on whether the user judged the picture familiar
or not — and confidence intervals, which start diverging while the image is still
shown (before the 1s mark). Figure 2 on top shows a similar curve with curve
slopes.
A second effect also shown in the same study was that, during memorisation,
pupil size can also serve as an indicator of whether the image would later be
remembered. This is shown on Figures 1 on the left and 2 on the bottom.
An interesting effect, shown in [5], is that this effect is strongly modulated
by the emotional content. Violent and erotic images elicit stronger and slightly
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Fig. 1. Figures redrawn from [35, Figure 3A (left) and 4A (right), Experiment 1], showing the evolution of the pupil size during the memorisation phase (left) and retrieval
phase (right). The red curve corresponds to an image that the user later forgets, and
the blue one to a picture that is remembered. The green curve corresponds to a picture
that the user remembers, and the yellow one to a picture that is perceived as novel.
The grey area corresponds to when the images are on screen.

Fig. 2. Figure redrawn from [35, Figure 1B (top) and 1C (bottom)], showing the evolution of the pupil size during the memorisation and retrieval phase. The slopes vary
depending on whether the image will later be judged as novel (top) or is being judged
as novel (bottom) — and how conﬁdent the user is in that judgement (not shown here).
The grey areas correspond to when the images are on screen.
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different responses. Image content as well as uniqueness will affect the protocol,
and care has to be taken on the choice of image database.

Fig. 3. Figure redrawn from [5, Figure 1], showing the evolution of pupil size as a
function of time, novelty of stimulus, and emotional content. The image is shown for 3
seconds starting from 0 (the baseline is shown for 1s before the stimulus).

Without user effort beyond observing a sequence of images, this method
can reliably decide whether the user is familiar with an image that might have
previously been shown. The main question is how quickly this decision can be
made, with most experiments Many experiments leave multiple seconds of rest
for the pupil to return to baseline dilation, showing only one new image every
three seconds, which allows them to know quite accurately whether the image
was novel. This delay depends on cognitive and perceptual phenomena which are
affected by factors including sleep, mood and intoxication. More experimentation
may reveal further constraints on image recognition.
With all the building blocks in place, it’s now time to introduce the Reflexive
Memory Authenticator protocol.

5

Using reflexive pupil dilation for authentication

The protocol has two different modes of functioning: when the user registers for
the first time, and when they try to authenticate afterwards.

5.1

Basic protocol

Registration. At the registration phase, the user provides their username, and
the system selects a set of images (say, 30) and records that they correspond to
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the user. The server tells the user to look attentively at the following pictures
and shows them one by one for 1.5 seconds each5 .
Authentication. Each time the user tries to authenticate, the protocol works as
follows:
– The system computes two lists of images. The first comes from the set of
known images (based on the ones recorded in the registration phase), and
the other comes from a database of never-seen-before images.
– In a series of rounds, an image is selected from one of the two lists, with
probability 1/2 for each.
– The image is shown to the user for a recognition period of 1s. The screen
then becomes blank for 1s to allow the user to return to their baseline.
– The system evaluates if dilation of the user’s pupil corresponds to whether
the shown image is known or unknown to the user.
– The system estimates the probability that the person who is trying to authenticate is indeed the user.
– If the probability exceeds a certain threshold, the system logs the user in.
– If more than a reasonable number of images (e.g. 50) have been shown or the
probability is below a second threshold (indicating a very high probability
of spoofing attempt), the system requires a CAPTCHA and warns the user
of the attempt.
– Otherwise, the system chooses another image to show to the user from one
of the two lists at random.
– If the user manages to get authenticated but had the wrong reaction to at
least one unknown image, the one with the strongest reaction is added to
the list of known images.
In practice, many explicit and implicit parameters that impact the performance of the Reflexive Memory Authenticator, which are covered below.
5.2

Implementation constraints and parameters

Before implementing this protocol in practice, here are the questions we must
ask:
– Which images should be considered?
– How long should each image be shown, and how long should the resting
period between images be?
– How do we ensure that the protocol eliminates noise coming from pupil
size variability due to environmental conditions (such as glasses, camera
characteristics, lighting variations)?
– Should known and unknown images be shown with the same probability?
– Which thresholds should govern acceptance, rejection, and continued testing?
5

This is enough for the users to have high memory performance as in [35], while still
being faster than nearly all password composition policies [44]
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– How can targeted attacks be prevented?
– What should be the protocol for retiring images from the known set?
– How should the system keep track of which images are treated as known?
We will go over the first three questions here, before addressing the last four in
Section 6.
Image types and sources. Natural scenes — for example, pictures of mountains,
flowers or clouds — have been used in multiple studies [35, 23, 5] and form a
common baseline. However, emotionally loaded images can elicit different reactions [5], and this could affect the system, both negatively or positively.
The system requires many unseen images for each login attempt. It then
needs appropriately large databases to avoid the user seeing an image twice
and being too familiar with it. For example, consider 20 authentication attempts per day, each with 20 novel images. Assuming that an image can be
reused after six months, this would require 72000 images to be drawn without repetition. It could easily be done with the multiple online databases numbering in the millions of public domain images — such as Wikimedia Commons (https://commons.wikimedia.org), Snappygoat (https://snappygoat.com)
or Free-images (https://free-images.com).
For the images to be drawn at random with little to no repetition, we would
have to avoid the collision [26]. This would require close to 4 billion images,
so the server needs to store at least partial information on the images seen.
Subsection 6.6 expands on how to do this.
Time parameters. A parameter with a direct linear impact on usability is the
delay per image. For example, each image can be shown for 1s, with a rest period
of 2s, as has been done in previous psychological studies [35]. This means that
to show 20 images — a lower bound to get the equivalent of 20 bits of security
— a whole minute of authentication would be required. To keep a high level of
usability, making the authentication process no-effort is not enough — it should
also be quite fast, to avoid disturbing the user’s workflow. The problem is that
the shorter the time allowed for both presentation and rest, the harder it becomes
to discriminate between the two contraction modes corresponding to a known
or unknown image.
A lowered accuracy could still improve security by showing images at an increased rate. Based on previous work, an upper bound on the frequency, assuming no resting period, would be around 3 images per second [35]. For example,
instead of a 95% classification accuracy in 3s, a system with 75% accuracy in
0.5s could take much less time to authenticate a user, depending on the actual
number of errors. This kind of frequency brings two problems, however. First,
it provides less data on an earlier time frame, which shows a less marked pupil
memory effect. Second, it means that there is an interference because of the
lack of resting period. This requires much more advanced statistical models to
handle. One image per 3s is doable today but finding optimal parameters would
require additional empirical studies.
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Handling environmental variability. One common issue with eye biometrics is
that capturing software has to accommodate for a large variability in real data.
For example, pupil sizes react to cognitive load [13], but also to ambient light,
alcohol and drug use, and mood. Because of this, most experiments control the
luminance levels and try to keep them constant across all stimuli [19, 38]. One
way to handle this in our context is to show a grey screen for a few seconds
before authentication (or measure pupil sizes while the user types their login).
Alternatively, we could show two or four initial images — half of them known,
the others unknown — and use the reactions as a baseline for the rest of the
authentication process.

6
6.1

Error tolerance and security considerations
Kinds of errors

The protocol that we described in Section 5 is prone to various errors, which can
be classified into four types:
– User false negatives, where the user is not recognising an image that had
previously been shown.
– User false positive, where the user recognises an image that is supposed to
be unknown, as they’ve seen it before by coincidence (for example, by seeing
it on someone else’s screen).
– System misclassification, in which the pupil dilation is badly interpreted.
– Sensor or environmental error, where the hardware has a bug or something
prevents the capture (because the user suddenly turns their head for example).
Probabilistic formalism. To be formal, we can integrate the previous errors into
probabilities that the user is correct or not, depending on what is shown to them.
The probabilities that we take into account are the following:
– The base probability pu of being the user. We use the value pu = 0.5 in the
calculations in the following.
– The probability ps of the user to successfully classify an image. Unless stated
otherwise, we assume that this probability is 0.95. The analogous probability
for the adversary is fixed to be 0.5 throughout the paper.
– The probabilities px and py = 1−px of being shown an unknown (respectively
known) image.
– The probabilities px0 and px1 = 1 − px0 that the user does not recognise
(respectively recognises) an unknown image.
– The probabilities py0 and py1 = 1 − py0 that the user does not recognise
(respectively recognises) an already known image.
The next question is whether px should be equal to py .
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Showing more unknown or known images

Let us now consider a model in which the two probabilities px and py are not
necessarily equal, and the adversary classifies any image as “unknown” with a
probability x and as “known” with probability 1 − x. We then get the following
result:
Lemma 1. The optimal strategy for the adversary is to classify every image as
“unknown” if px > py , and as “known” if py > px .
Proof. Without loss of generality, let us assume that px > py . This implies
in particular that px > 0.5. In this case, the probability for the adversary to
successfully authenticate after being shown n images is:
p′s (x) = px x + (1 − px )(1 − x) = (1 − px ) + (2px − 1)x.
Because px > 0.5, the function p′s increases when x increases. Therefore, the
optimal strategy for the adversary is to set x = 1.
With the optimal strategy, the probability for the adversary to succeed the
authentication after being shown n images is max(px , py )n . As such, we have an
interest in setting py = px = 0.5, which minimises this probability.
6.3

Handling the probability of an error

In our first model, we assume that px = py = 0.5. In addition, the adversary in
this model randomly guesses whether an image is known or unknown to the user
with probability 0.5.
We are interested in comparing the probabilities of successful authentication
for the user and the adversary. These probabilities depend on two parameters: the
number n of shown images and the number e of errors tolerated by the system.
The general formulae for the probability of the successful authentication for the
user and the adversary are:
e  
X
n
i=0

i

(1 −

ps )i psn−i

and

e  
X
n
i=0

i

(0.5)n respectively.

Figure 4 shows the plots for success probabilities with e = 0, 1, 2 and px0 =
py1 = 0.95.
6.4

Adaptive error probability

As seen on Figure 4, even by tolerating two errors, we eventually deny access to
some users. As such, it is better to use an adaptive system where the probability
of being the adversary is computed after each round.
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Fig. 4. Success probabilities of the user and an adversary to authenticate in the system,
where diﬀerent curves correspond to the number of errors tolerated by the system. Note
that the probability axis is log-scaled. The same curve are shown again on the bottom
with a larger logarithmic scale.
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Probability of being the adversary
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Fig. 5. The probability of the person who tries to authenticate being an adversary
after an error occurred after each 5 images. The curve above and below take as base
probability ps of the user to be correct to be equal to 0.95 and 0.8 respectively.

The probability of being the adversary after n shown images with at most e
errors can be found using Bayes’ theorem:

Pe
n
n
i=0 i (0.5) (1 − pu )


.
Pe
P
e
n
n−i
i
pu + i=0 ni (0.5)n (1 − pu )
i=0 i (1 − ps ) ps

We ran exact numbers for a user that tries to authenticate but is misclassified
every fifth image. Figure 5 shows how the probability of being a real user evolves
in this context, and that it depends weakly on the server’s stored probability that
a user is misclassified. Even in a scenario where the user makes a mistake every
five pictures — much higher than real data would indicate — the system has a
lower error rate than all current biometric authentication systems in at most 27
challenges.
6.5

Preventing targeted attacks

A brute-forcing adversary has an exponentially small probability of success, as
long as they don’t remember which images have been shown. However, an adversary could memorise previously shown images. Let us denote by N the total
size of the pool of known images, which could be estimated by the adversary,
and by N ′ the number of images seen by the adversary. Once an adversary sees
an image, necessarily this image is known to the user. Therefore, the adversary
always classifies such an image as “known” if it appears again. On the other
′
hand, if the adversary has not seen an image before, we fix a probability NN that
the adversary classifies the image as unknown.
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We will compute the probability of successful classification for the adversary
separately for images that are known and unknown to the user, which are:
2

N′
N′
N′
and
+ 1−
respectively.
N
N
N
From these formulae, the adversary has at least 75% of success on each single
image if N ′ /N ≥ 0.75. We will denote this ratio as ε. We can estimate the
expected number A of attempts by the adversary to know at least a proportion
ε of the whole number N of images. This problem is related to the so-called
coupon collector’s problem. From the formula in [14, Section 2.1], we get:


N
X
1
1
≈ 1.39N.
∼ N ln
A=N
i
1−ε
i=εN

We should then stop an adversary from obtaining too many images. If new
images are added at every login, we get that N should quickly be in the hundreds. This means that a targeted attack would require many login attempts.
This would get detected by the system which could create a lock-out. An alternative would be to increase P (x) when many errors are detected and re-using
old pictures, making brute-force easier but targeted attacks harder.
6.6

Constraint on a generalised use

To be sure that the protocol is scalable, having many different accounts with
different services should not create any problem. One issue comes from the reuse of similar image databases. It is quite related to the problem of not showing
the same pictures again by keeping track of which ones were seen, with the
problem that there is no common database.
One improvement over the naive method of randomly selecting images is to
select sets of 10 or 20 images. This lowers the probability of getting a familiar
set, at the cost of obtaining all positives when a known set is used (in which
case it is quite easy for the server to notice and cancel that set). Still, if all
services apply this method with the same categorisation of images into sets, the
probability of collision gets divided by 10.
This also means that less information has to be stored about which images
have been seen. Depending on future empirical research on the performance
of generated and composite images, a database of 1010 artificial images could
be used naively for improved performance. This is just one of many potential
improvements to the Reflexive Memory Authenticator, and we will now discuss
a few other options.

7
7.1

Extensions and discussion
Potential extensions

Besides the potential optimisations already mentioned, we want to mention three
ways to extend and improve this protocol. The first would be to reduce the
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waiting time. This could be done by using loading times as an opportunity to
show some images. The background images while the user waits or types their
information could also be used as a way to create a baseline.
A second possibility would be to use this kind of protocol for continuous
authentication, with an image being shown periodically, especially after extended
pauses to make sure that the person using the device is the correct one. Such
approaches would add security in the most critical times. As this interruption
can be costly to the user, care has to be taken to ensure that it does not disrupt
the workflow. This could be improved by using ideas from the field of considerate
computing [45]. As such, the image challenges should not be shown while the
user is typing, talking, making selections, or being presented with a complex
decision or action. Instead, it would be better to challenge them as they are
preparing to change task: closing a file or a tab, for example.
Finally, there is still a controversy about how much the brain really reacts
to images shown for very brief durations (e.g. 30ms). An effect can be seen in
certain cases, especially when it comes to pupil behaviour, where it can prime
the user for faster reaction [19]. If that could be controlled, inserting test images
within a short video could make a longer authentication process more bearable.
However, this might bother some users conceptually, and it would require better
models of pupil contraction.
This method could also be used in a more worrisome way, as it could allow
an adversary to identify users without their knowledge or consent, by showing
discreet images and studying their pupil reactions. It would be possible to counter
this by making some mental computations, which affect pupil size, but this
counter requires being aware that the test is ongoing. Even without going as far
as identifying users, this pupil biometrics also have the potential to be used to
expose the emotional state of the user — as well as whether they are intoxicated.
7.2

Testing reflexive pupil biometrics

One central outcome of this paper is that we need specific empirical studies on
pupil sizes in memory effects, especially in the context of classification. Such efforts would not just improve the performance and understanding of the Reflexive
Memory Authenticator, but also answer some fundamental questions. Many are
still open:
– How fast can the system accurately discriminate between a familiar and a
new image?
– What interactions need to be considered when using a resting period or when
presenting many stimuli in a row, and can the interference be compensated?
– We currently try to get a single bit, but how much information can be
reliably obtained by the dilation response? This could be done by allowing
the classification to estimate the strength of recall instead of simply checking
whether the image is familiar.
– How sensitive is the pupil reaction to the showing of pictures that are closely
related to ones that are known or were recently shown?
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– How is it affected by using synthetic or composite images?
– How usable would showing this stream of pictures be, and how would users
react to it, especially in high frequencies? Could ocular fatigue be a problem?
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